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Abstract

In the last decade, Pennsylvania has rapidly become the second largest producer of natural gas within the
United States, the world’s largest producer. However, amidst an era of weakened federal and state regulation
for oil and gas extraction, land use decision making for unconventional natural gas drilling (UNGD) in
Pennsylvania has been placed squarely on local governments. Through document review of community
comprehensive plans and zoning ordinances, this project aims to understand the mechanisms used to make
decisions for UNGD at the local government level and understand how public health considerations are
factored into decision making. Interviews of local officials, state officials, community planners, lawyers, and
environmental advocates helped inform context of the debate and political arena for UNGD in Pennsylvania.
State context through legislation, the Pennsylvania Constitution, Commonwealth and Supreme Court
decisions, and political motivations are explored to understand the groundwork that has given local
governments responsibility for UNGD policy. Socioeconomic disparities were found in the ability for some
municipalities to plan for UNGD development. Municipalities without direct planning measures in place face
circumstances in which UNGD infrastructure is developed within 1,000 feet of residential dwellings and
public-school grounds. These communities often assume more risk in terms of adverse health impacts related
to air quality, and simultaneously have more risk-adverse populations. Furthermore, hearsay, media, and
personal financial gains influence local decision makers in their mechanisms for making land use policy
decisions related to UNGD. The Mars Area School District in Butler County and the Ft. Cherry School
District in Washington County, two school districts offered UNGD leases on school grounds, are used as case
studies to understand the environmental health disparities at play in western Pennsylvania.
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Abstract
SHALE GAS AT GROUND LEVEL: UNDERSTANDING PUBLIC HEALTH
CONSIDERATIONS FOR LOCAL AND STATE UNCONVENTIONAL NATURAL GAS
DRILLING POLICY DECISIONS IN PENNSYLVANIA
Justin Royer
Thomas Daniels, PhD

In the last decade, Pennsylvania has rapidly become the second largest producer of natural gas
within the United States, the world’s largest producer. However, amidst an era of weakened
federal and state regulation for oil and gas extraction, land use decision making for
unconventional natural gas drilling (UNGD) in Pennsylvania has been placed squarely on local
governments. Through document review of community comprehensive plans and zoning
ordinances, this project aims to understand the mechanisms used to make decisions for UNGD at
the local government level and understand how public health considerations are factored into
decision making. Interviews of local officials, state officials, community planners, lawyers, and
environmental advocates helped inform context of the debate and political arena for UNGD in
Pennsylvania.
State context through legislation, the Pennsylvania Constitution, Commonwealth and Supreme
Court decisions, and political motivations are explored to understand the groundwork that has
given local governments responsibility for UNGD policy. Socioeconomic disparities were found
in the ability for some municipalities to plan for UNGD development. Municipalities without
direct planning measures in place face circumstances in which UNGD infrastructure is developed
within 1,000 feet of residential dwellings and public-school grounds. These communities often
assume more risk in terms of adverse health impacts related to air quality, and simultaneously
have more risk-adverse populations. Furthermore, hearsay, media, and personal financial gains
influence local decision makers in their mechanisms for making land use policy decisions related
to UNGD. The Mars Area School District in Butler County and the Ft. Cherry School District in
Washington County, two school districts offered UNGD leases on school grounds, are used as
case studies to understand the environmental health disparities at play in western Pennsylvania.

Introduction
Like an egg in a recipe, federalism is the ingredient needed to bind a diverse and vast
nation together. However, one must strike a balance to make all other ingredients blend
perfectly. The United States was constructed with this idea in mind to provide a balance between
state and federal authority, with each state having its own ideals and identity within a larger
unified collective. State and federal powers swing like a pendulum between the levels of federal
reach and oversight like a shoving match between the states and the national government. This
situation changes with each federal administration and as the balance of power shifts in
Congress. Federalism, when applied to environmentalism, however, raises some questions about
the role of government at the federal, state and local levels. What role should the federal
government play when it comes to regulating private land use? How should the federal
government address public health concerns? Should these decisions be left to the states to decide
for themselves? Or should states leave the decisions to local governments? The impacts of these
decisions are always evident on the ground as policy plays out locally. In the energy debate, the
effects on communities within the vicinity of energy exploration and extraction activity are not
always considered. An attitude of “out of sight, out of mind” is easy when the affected
communities are poor, rural, and nearly invisible to those at the political top, or those profiting
from the energy development.
In the natural gas world, federalism has allowed unconventional natural gas development
(UNGD) to flourish in many places. The practice of environmental federalism is playing out on
the ground in Oklahoma, Texas, Pennsylvania, and 20 other states with large natural gas
reserves. In many cases, UNGD regulation has been relegated to lower, less prepared levels of
government. Many natural-gas-rich states have been more than eager to pass policy-making to
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local levels of government in hopes of bolstering their diminishing rural economies and
lackluster economic development plans. Since it has become the second largest producer of
natural gas, Pennsylvania is a notable example of this phenomenon since it has become the
second largest producer of natural gas. As unconventional natural gas drilling (UNGD) has
become more prominent, public health advocates and residents have sounded alarms about the
potential dangers of UNGD, or fracking. The perceived economic benefits and public health
hazards of fracking have made the practice highly politicized and polarized. Pennsylvania has
emerged as ground zero in the fracking debate.
Local governmental power lies in zoning as a means to categorize competing land uses
with the intention of protecting the health, welfare, and safety of a community. But zoning is not
designed to be an all-encompassing policy tool to aid a particular industry. The small, mostly
rural, and generally under-resourced governments of Pennsylvania are ill-prepared to take on the
policy roles of great national and regional interests that have been assigned to them.
Furthermore, without proper scientific data, communities cannot make informed decisions about
their land and their constituents’ health. The lack of guidance, preparation, and available
scientific data available by agencies in state government, paired with ineffective enforcement of
basic environmental health protections has put communities in Pennsylvania at great risk.
Pennsylvania’s history of exploitative natural resource extraction that has been seen in oil,
timber, and coal, has failed to self-correct from its past environmental injustices.

Background
Natural Gas in Pennsylvania
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Pennsylvania sits atop the Marcellus and Utica shale rock formations, shown in Figure 1,
which contain some of the largest natural gas reserves in the world (IER, 2012).

Figure 1.Natural Gas Bearing Shale Formations in Northeast United States.
Source: Marcellus Center at Pennsylvania State University

These reserves were previously unobtainable through conventional natural gas extraction, but
improvements in technology have made these reserves recently available via unconventional
methods such as horizontal drilling. The Marcellus Shale’s unconventional natural gas drilling
methods drill 5,000 to 7,000 thousand of feet vertically into the earth, and then horizontally up to
15,000 feet into the shale rock to fracture the rock with highly pressurized water and fracking
solution known as “proppant” to extract gas reserves. The new and unfamiliar practice raised
eyebrows in the first decade of the 21st Century from environmental advocates, but also made the
United States the world’s largest producer of natural gas and, as of late 2018, the world leader in
crude oil production (U.S. EIA, 2018). By 2017, American energy imports dropped to their
lowest levels since the 1980s (U.S. EIA 2017). The United States is poised to become a net
energy exporter by the year 2022 (U.S. EIA, 2017) and has been able to use its newly found
strength in natural gas as a major component to its foreign policy.
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Not all states or local governments have embraced unconventional natural gas
development. In 2014, environmental and public health concerns prompted environmental
advocates to campaign for a New York State moratorium as much of the Empire State sits above
the Marcellus and Utica shale formations (a temporary moratorium was in place since 2010).
Governor Andrew Cuomo imposed a ban on hydraulic fracturing in 2014 in part because most of
the New York City water supply is underlain by the Marcellus formation and could be vulnerable
if hydraulic fracturing were allowed. This is an example of using the precautionary principle:
acting based on a preponderance of the evidence. Maryland had already placed a ban on
hydraulic fracturing. Pennsylvania, a state with a long history of natural resource extraction in
the forms of oil, timber, and coal, took the opposite approach to claim some of the natural gas
wealth for its struggling state budget and economically diminishing rural communities. The
practice became widespread in the northern and western portions of the state beginning in 2009,
and by 2016 Pennsylvania was the second largest producing state for natural gas in the country
accounting for 10% of the nation’s share, trailing only Texas.
Although the prices of natural gas fell dramatically from 2014 to mid-2018 in the face of
increased production, the Marcellus Shale play is still seeing significant growth in production as
of 2018 and prices climbed to more than $4 a thousand cubic feet late in 2018 before falling back
to below $3 a thousand cubic feet in late March of 2019. Most increases in U.S. shale gas
production can be attributed to the Marcellus formation. Analysts also see significant potential
for natural gas production growth as the United States makes efforts to build or expand liquefied
natural gas (LNG) terminals to increase gas export capacity out of major ports to Europe, the
Middle East and Asia. This would require many intrastate and interstate pipelines throughout
Pennsylvania to destinations such as Philadelphia and further south. Therefore, although the
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debate over fracking is nearly a decade old, it will likely intensify as wells begin to develop in
areas of increased population density and in new, undrilled portions of western and northern
Pennsylvania.
The Fracking Process
Natural gas drilling is not a new phenomenon. In fact, conventional natural gas drilling
has been present in Pennsylvania for decades. Unconventional drilling, however, is a new
technology that has revolutionized the industry because previously unavailable gas in shale rock
formations were too deep and too dense to make natural gas drilling a worthwhile venture.
Through hydraulic fracturing and horizontal drilling, elusive gas deposits can be extracted.
Hydraulic fracturing uses water pressure and a chemical fracking solution to fracture the shale
rock that holds the gas and guide it to the surface once it is free (see Figure 2).

Figure 2 Shale gas extraction process.
Source: British Broadcasting Corporation

Natural gas is pushed upward from the deep underground reservoirs. Drillers at the
surface construct well pads of roughly an acre in size and teams of workers use drill bits to dig
6

into the earth more than a mile down. After drilling a mile or more below the surface, the path
moves horizontally through the shale rock where it is lined with piping and casing. Holes are
placed into the casing that allow fluids and gas to pass through and then a mixture of water, sand,
and chemicals is blasted into the well to fracture the shale. The gas that sits in the shale moves
into the piping, rises to the surface and is collected over a period of months (Raimi, 2018).
Pennsylvania is a water rich state which benefits hydraulic fracking. Typically, 2 to 8
million gallons of water are required for each UNGD operation in order to fracture the shale rock
underground. In the Marcellus Shale play, the amount of water used per well averages about 4.5
million gallons (Risser, 2012). This water is mixed with a combination of sand, chemicals, and
the remnants of what is found in the earth with the rock and natural gas. Some of this returning
frack water is recycled for future fracking operations, but if the water cannot be recycled, it must
be disposed of.
The chemical mixtures used in the hydraulic fracking process are not disclosed by natural
gas companies because of trade secrets. However, the process has existed long enough the
researchers have been able to determine the main ingredients of the fluids, although not always
in the exact proportions that they are used by individual drilling processes. Pennsylvania DEP
knows that the fracking fluid contains hydrochloric acid, glycol (anti-freeze), and petroleum
distillates, among other chemicals.
Natural gas wells are typically most productive at the beginning of their lives. Although
gas is typically produced for a few years after the drill is formed, most of the production from the
well happens in the first several months. Some wells can be fracked several times, but wells
typically have short life spans (Raimi, 2018).
Public Health Concerns
7

Unconventional natural gas drilling (UNGD) initially received widespread attention in
the early 2010s for the abundant, low price and lower CO2 emissions of gas than coal or oil (see
Figure 3).

Figure 3: CO2 emissions by fuel
Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration

The optimism UNGD initially spurred waned when studies emerged detailing environmental and
public health concerns (Jackson, 2014). Research has emerged linking UNGD and related
infrastructure with health issues such as asthma, low infant birth rates and increases in certain
types of cancers (Lewis, 2018). The emerging research points to potential health hazards for air
and water quality near unconventional natural gas operations, and there has been debate as to
whether natural gas is a bridge or a barrier towards cleaner, more renewable sources of energy
(Rapier, 2018). The eagerness of federal decision makers to aggressively pursue domestic
energy exploration has emerged as an experiment in the strength of state and local governments,
although lower levels of government typically face more constraints and fewer resources.
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Financial gains to both state and local governments, and leasing agreements for gas infrastructure
on private land have made the issue extremely contentious and political, which has clouded trust
in non-partisan research. High profile cases of water supplies contaminated by methane from
UNGD, such as in Dimock, Pennsylvania in Susquehanna County put environmental advocates
on the offensive towards natural gas companies. Communities in Pennsylvania in the natural gas
fields are mainly rural, but UNGD is beginning to creep into exurban and suburban parts of the
Pittsburgh metropolitan area. As of late 2018, 11,006 UNGD wells (FracTracker Alliance, 2018)
had been drilled in the Commonwealth. State policy stipulates a setback of 500 feet for wells
from standing structures and 750 feet for compressor stations (Lewis, 2018). Studies, including
one published in August of 2018 from the Southwestern Pennsylvania Environmental Health
Project, find that wells and compressor stations should stand at least ¼ mile, or 1,320 feet from
residents to negate possible impacts on health (Lewis, 2018). Meanwhile, some school districts
have been offered leasing agreements on school properties for hundreds of thousands of dollars.
The Economics of Shale Gas
The impact of UNGD on a national scale has been significant. Not only has American
foreign policy changed as a result, but the way energy is consumed has had significant largescale impacts on the American economy. In 2014, the price of energy dropped dramatically as a
result of large-scale production of natural gas. This was good news for consumers, but bad news
for the fossil fuel industry. In Pennsylvania where much of the production is occurring, the price
drop in energy has been even more dramatic than other parts of the country (Simeone, 2017).
In 2009, following the global economic crisis of 2008, Pennsylvania found itself in a
severe budgetary crisis. The state faced a $2 billion deficit in its budget, which coincided with
the increase in fracking in Pennsylvania. Under the direction of Governor Ed Rendell, the
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Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources leased out significant portions
of public land for UNGD activities, which significantly contributed to the Pennsylvania economy
in the face of the economic crisis. Natural gas from public lands in Pennsylvania continues to be
a source of state revenue to this day.
Locally, much of the economic impacts from fracking have happened in the form of
individual leasing agreements between energy companies and private landowners, and impact
fees to municipalities with the intention of offsetting public costs of production, such as road
damage from heavy truck traffic. Leasing agreements on private lands typically include an initial
lump sum payment for gas exploration, followed by a percentage in royalties for any natural gas
recovered. This can amount to thousands of dollars in annual revenue for families and
individuals, especially small and mid-sized farming operations. The impact on local economies
through employment and increased local spending also cannot be ignored.
According to Christopher Knittel of the MIT Energy Initiative, counties with large
amounts of fracking activity have experienced about a 5% increase in employment in four years
after the start of fracking (Knittel, 2015). This figure does not account, however, for transplant
workers who move to the area to take jobs in the field. Although neighboring counties have also
experienced increased employment as a result of fracking, peripheral counties of the neighboring
counties have decreased employment rates as a result of fracking. Given that many rural counties
have lacked significant economic development initiatives following the loss of coal and
manufacturing jobs, the attractiveness of a strong employment base following years of stagnation
and decline cannot be overstated.
Curiously, although Pennsylvania went to great lengths to use UNGD to close holes in
the state budget by leasing public lands, Pennsylvania remains the only state with major natural
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gas reserves not to have enacted a severance tax on natural gas production. Governor Tom
Corbett instead signed Act 13 which contained an “impact fee” that gas companies pay for every
well they drill. The impact fees are allocated to counties and municipalities to offset costs related
to drilling and infrastructure, such as road repairs from damage caused by heavy truck traffic.
Although the impact fees have brought in over one billion dollars to local communities in
Pennsylvania, revenue from impact fees has trended down over the last decade even as natural
gas production increases. A severance tax, however, would tax natural gas per thousand cubic
feet as it is produced and would be available for Pennsylvania’s budget. Governor Tom Wolf has
pushed for a severance tax in the Commonwealth but has faced significant pushback from the
Republican-controlled assembly. Governor Wolf’s proposal of an overall tax rate of 4% would
have put Pennsylvania on par with other natural gas producing states and raised over $1.7 billion
over five years according to the Pennsylvania Budget and Policy Center. This revenue is a larger
amount of money than what is currently brought into Pennsylvania through the gas impact fees
(State Impact, 2018).
Although UNGD proponents tout fracking’s boost to local economies through an
increased number of jobs and claims of stimulating economic activity, the reality is not quite as
robust as was claimed by industry and politicians. In 2010 the Marcellus Shale Coalition put out
the following statement:
“The safe and steady development of clean-burning natural gas in Pennsylvania’s portion
of the Marcellus Shale has the potential to create an additional 212,000 new jobs over the
next 10 years on top of the thousands already being generated all across the
Commonwealth.”
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As of 2014 about 31,000 people worked directly in both the oil and gas industries, although
203,814 jobs have been attributed to ancillary (or peripheral) jobs. This seven-fold jump in the
number for ancillary jobs across 30 industries has proven controversial to some economists.
Outside of the Pennsylvania Department of Labor, economists have estimated that the figure is
likely closer to 60,000 jobs rather than 212,000. This is partially because some of those jobs
already existed prior to the increase in fracking in the 2010 decade, and partially because the
ancillary jobs that are being counted also include additional deliveries made by companies such
as Fed-Ex (Christopherson, 2015). When the numbers are all said and done, Pennsylvania’s
economic and employment numbers after the economic downturn of 2008 have been consistent
with the recovery numbers of most other states in the country and near the national average
(State Impact, 2013).
DEP and Pennsylvania Commonwealth Policy
Almost half of all states have some form of fracking activity and Pennsylvania’s
regulations are among the most detailed as laid out in Chapter 78a of the Pennsylvania Code.
Pennsylvania’s regulations include provisions on permitting, casing, mineral rights, plugging
wells, and more. Pennsylvania also requires well setbacks of 500 feet from dwellings. Although
many states were impacted by the 2005 Energy Policy Act under the Bush Administration which
exempted the oil and gas industry from the Clean Water Act and Clean Air Act (called the
Halliburton Loophole for Vice-President Dick Cheney’s influence), Pennsylvania was less
impacted because of its Safe Drinking Water Act and Clean Streams Act which are some of the
strongest environmental laws in the country. Pennsylvania also has the unique distinction of
having a constitutional amendment in Article 1, Section 27 that protects the air, water and
environmental integrity of the Commonwealth for all residents.
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Although policies for unconventional natural gas extraction exist in the Commonwealth,
the state has been unwilling or unable to enforce these policies. The number of DEP personnel
has been reduced along with the agency’s budget. Under pro-gas-industry Governor Tom
Corbett, DEP was less than thorough in its enforcement of regulations affecting the natural gas
industry (Griswold, 2018). Pennsylvania’s natural gas policies were unprepared for the unique
circumstances of horizontal drilling, especially pertaining to the issues of private property rights,
and public health and safety protections. Further complicating the matter are the financial
incentives given to private landowners, often in regions with lower than average per capita
incomes than for the state of Pennsylvania ($32,711 in 2017) and the nation ($48,150 in 2018)
(see Table 1).

Municipality

Number of Wells

Per Capita Income

County

Center

359

$14,610.00

Greene

Morris Twsp

261

$15,430.00

Greene

Richhill

152

$15,845.00

Greene

Mt. Pleasant Twsp

150

$18,800.00

Washington

Morris Twsp

106

$16,509.00

Washington

Robinson Twsp

102

$16,797.00

Washington

Smith

94

$16,864.00

Washington

Jackson

67

$12,653.00

Greene

Jefferson

50

$19,609.00

Washington

Upper Fairfield Twsp

45

$18,193.00

Lycoming

Independence

43

$17,946.00

Beaver

Wayne

20

$14,296.00

Greene

Middlesex Twsp

17

$23,508.00

Butler

Perry

17

$15,696.00

Greene

Cecil Twsp

15

$22,340.00

Washington

Franklin

12

$15,167.00

Fayette

Wharton

12

$16,261.00

Fayette

Adams Twsp

8

$17,623.00

Butler

Fairfield Twsp

6

$19,807.00

Lycoming
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Table 1: Numbers of wells and per capita income on select western Pennsylvania municipalities.
Source: U.S. Census and Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection

State budgets for the Department of Conservation and Natural Resources (DCNR) and
the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) have been slashed in the last decade (Cusick,
2017). These agencies are the authorities for overseeing oil and natural gas extraction in the state
and have been unable to keep up with demand following the increase in drilling for natural gas.
One study has found that the current budget of the DCNR has made it mathematically impossible
to enforce the state’s Safe Drinking Water Act (Cusick, 2017).
In 2014, the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection published a longawaited, and much delayed study on ambient air quality surrounding unconventional natural gas
infrastructure in Washington County. The DEP study found little to no health risks related to air
quality after monitoring four sites. This study, however, was met with a wave of criticism over
the findings and methods, which were heavily criticized for their monitor placement,
functionality of equipment, data gaps and more. Following the DEP report in 2014 the
Pennsylvania Department of Health issued a report of its own questioning the value of the DEP
report on making conclusions for UNGD air quality risks. Governor Wolf has recently increased
the budget of the DEP to hire 35 additional staff to oversee oil and gas permitting but has not
stated an intention to improve monitoring of oil or gas air or water quality measures (Cusick,
2018).
In addition to the litany of issues within the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental
Protection, the state’s General Assembly has been criticized for its openness to outside industry.
Act 13, Pennsylvania’s major natural gas legislation, was passed in 2012 amid public outcry; the
legislation removed the power of municipalities to make local decisions regarding UNGD,
14

especially regarding zoning decisions about where to allow the drilling of unconventional gas
wells. In effect, the municipalities were at the mercy of natural gas company decisions. The
legislation was systematically influenced by the natural gas industry (Bishop, 2017) and
therefore, was heavily criticized for being bias in favor of industry. In 2014, the Commonwealth
Court of Pennsylvania reversed the provision of Act 13 pre-empting the use of zoning by local
municipalities to regulate the location of new wells (see Robinson v. Commonwealth below).
Many aspects of Act 13, however, remain in place. Questions about the influence of the natural
gas industry within the Pennsylvania General Assembly were validated by the court ruling, but
the industry influence remains. According to state representative Greg Vitali in a report released
in the first quarter of 2017, the power of the natural gas lobbies in Pennsylvania have amounted
to $5.2 million in lobbying efforts in Harrisburg. Furthermore, the industry employs one lobbyist
for each member of the Pennsylvania General Assembly, which adds additional layers to the
political battlefield at hand in Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania Local Government
The structure of local government within the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania makes the
issue of UNGD complex. Pennsylvania ranks number two in the United States for the number of
municipal governments, although it is only the 33rd largest state. Counties such as Allegheny
County and Luzerne County are largely fragmented with Luzerne County home to 76
municipalities despite having a population under 300,000 and Allegheny County home to over
130 separate local governments, some smaller than half a square mile. This creates competing
land use policies that can exist within a few miles of each other. Lack of preparedness related to
UNGD policy has also meant that municipalities have been free to provide their own definitions
of how natural gas infrastructure is categorized and what zones can include these structures for
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natural gas so long as they remain within the limited frameworks provided by the
Commonwealth’s Oil and Gas Law. Many municipalities have passed provisions allowing for
fracking within most zoning types outside of industrial zoning, including residential (R1, R2,
R3), commercial, and agricultural (see Table 2). Mt. Pleasant Township, home of the Fort Cherry
School District in Southwestern Pennsylvania and the municipalities of the Mars Area School
District (Adams Township and Middlesex Township) are places where local ordinances have
allowed UNGD to be a use-by-right land use in all zones, which also does not prevent wells and
other UNGD infrastructure from being built on public school properties if agreed upon by a
school district. Consequently, more than two dozen wells in Pennsylvania operate within half a
mile of school buildings, both on school properties and nearby (FracTracker, 2018). This has
given independent municipalities and their elected officials large responsibilities for how to limit
or promote the development of UNGD within their boundaries and how to balance
responsibilities of economic development and public safety and welfare.
Municipal Classes
Pennsylvania has two forms of local governance: county and municipal. Individual
municipalities can oversee their own jurisdictions for development, planning, and zoning or they
can adopt development plans and ordinances from the county. Often, rural or lower-resource
municipalities choose to use the county ordinances. Counties can adopt comprehensive plans,
which are advisory; county planning commissions also review and comment on local
development proposals. But such recommendations are advisory, not legally binding.
Municipal classes at the local level refer to the decision-making process. Townships
(First Class or T1 Townships or Second Class Townships or T2) are governed by township
supervisors. Borough governments include limited mayoral governance but are mainly driven by
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councils. Borough managers may also organize policy within the municipality. Cities within
Pennsylvania function with the most centralized form of government that gives strong power to
mayors, but also include councils.
Municipal classes matter in the issue of UNGD because of the manner in which
ordinances are passed. Ordinances typically require a period for public forum, followed by a
simple majority vote within the board of supervisors or local council (Table 2 shows a sample of
western Pennsylvania municipalities).

Municipality

Municipal Class

Category (A. By-right use, B. Special Exception C. Conditional Use)

Center

T2

B

Morris Twsp

T2

B

Richhill

T2

B

Mt. Pleasant Twsp

T2

A

Morris Twsp

T2

A

Robinson Twsp

T2

C

Smith

T2

A

Jackson

T2

B

Jefferson

T2

A

Upper Fairfield Twsp

T2

-

Independence

T2

A

Wayne

T2

B

Middlesex Twsp

T2

A. AG-A Residential, AG-B, RID; C. C-2, TC (town center district), Regional Commercial District

Perry

T2

B

Cecil Twsp

T2

-

Franklin

T2

B

Wharton

T2

A (except business, which is B)

Adams Twsp

T2

C

Fairfield Twsp

T2

C

South Fayette Twsp

T1

C

Richland Twsp

T2

B

Forest Hills

B

C

Pittsburgh

C2

-

Beaver

B

-

Ambridge

B

C

Mars

B

-

17

Valencia

B

-

Midway

B

-

Peters Twsp

T2 (HR)

C

McDonald

B

-

Table 2: Select southwestern Pennsylvania municipal classes and zoning provisions for UNGD

Clarification by Courts
Ambiguity of legislation and constitutional clauses and a lack of state level guidance for
local land use planning has created an environment that is ripe for court cases. Although
Pennsylvania has more regulatory measures than most other natural gas heavy states, the
standard for oversight is low and much of the process is a hands-off approach. The most highprofile case on natural gas in Pennsylvania has been Act 13, a bill state legislation passed in
February 2012 that had provisions found in December 2013 to be unconstitutionally favorable to
the natural gas industry (Bishop, 2017). After the original passage of the Act pre-empted
municipal zoning ordinances (leading to a year and a half of the natural gas industry building
infrastructure without the requirement of input from localities), municipal governance was
restored in Robinson Township v. Commonwealth. Additional court battles in Pennsylvania’s
Commonwealth Supreme Court have shaped policy through case law far more than legislation.
Important cases such as Delaware Riverkeepers et al. v. Middlesex Township v. R.E. Gas
Development LLC, Gorsline v. Fairfield Township, and more have framed the nuances of the
definition of UNGD as an industrial use, the rights of property owners and interpretations of
Article 1 Section 27 of the Pennsylvania Constitution. Many of these court cases were brought
by individual or coalitions of municipalities to challenge actions of natural gas companies, or
environmental groups seeking to protect land and health for Pennsylvania residents, including
Middlesex Township and Mount Pleasant Township.
Since the creation of the Pennsylvania Municipal Code that directs community
development, especially land use at the local level, a tug of war has been at play between the
18

power of local and state governments. The ruling of City of Pittsburgh v. Commonwealth in 1976
argued that local land use governance superseded state legislation if that local ordinance was of a
stronger regulatory standing. This has been clarified, but mostly upheld through subsequent
rulings in more recent decades and played a large part in the ruling against portions of Act 13.
The Act’s provision granting gas drilling access to all zoning districts was deemed to be
unconstitutional in removing local zoning power (Hagen-Frederiksen, 2016). While Act 13
prevented local governments from enacting regulations any more stringent than any other
industry present within the municipality, the ruling of Robinson v. Commonwealth distinguishes
UNGD as a different entity than any other industry and allows for it to be treated differently
within local regulations. This has direct implications in enabling municipalities to design and
regulate their community as they see fit.
Pennsylvania natural gas policy specifies setback rules for gas infrastructure to buildings
(at 500 feet) but does not regulate the placement of wells within local zoning. Until the ruling of
Gorsline v. Fairfield Township v. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania –PA Supreme Court case in
2018, no rules or policy existed restricting the use of zoning for unconventional natural gas
development. Lack of regulation has meant that natural gas development can happen in any
zoning district within a municipality, including any type of residential or agricultural district.
Fairfield Township, Pennsylvania (Lycoming County) saw a legal battle between
residents and the municipality when Inflection Energy, LLC was approved by the township
supervisors for a drilling permit on a conditional use basis within a Residential-Agricultural (RA) zone. According to the zoning ordinance of Fairfield Township (section 3.1), industrial use of
land is not recommended, and permits are accepted on a conditional basis given that the land use
is consistent with other land uses of the area. The case was brought to the Lycoming County
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Court of Common Pleas and subsequently to the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania. The
decision in the Commonwealth Court ruled by vote 4-3 to uphold the County Court of Common
Pleas decision to reverse the municipality decision to approve the drilling permit.
The decision in Gorsline v. Fairfield Township v. the Commonwealth had far reaching
implications for UNGD within Pennsylvania. This case involved the first ruling to legally and
categorically define UNGD as an industrial use. A central theme within the arguments looked to
define whether UNGD could be categorized as a public service utility. However, the lack of
localization of the natural gas prevented the definition from prevailing. Previously, the ambiguity
of UNGD as neither industrial nor utilitarian was heavily debated in related municipal court
cases and has potential to define UNGD as an industrial use in future cases. Moreover, the ruling
in the Gorsline case upheld the reversal of granting permits in areas where UNGD is not
specified as an explicit land use. The ruling, however, specifies that zoning boards and
municipalities are free to permit industrial UNGD in residential zones provided that the local
ordinance includes provisions for regulation. This ruling worked in favor of natural gas
companies and private residents who benefit from leasing agreements as it finalizes the debate
over where UNGD is appropriate. According to the Gorsline ruling, any land within the
framework section 3215 of Pennsylvania’s charter can be used for such purpose.

State Policy
Pennsylvania’s Budgetary Crisis
The story of unconventional natural gas drilling in Pennsylvania begins under the
governorship of Democrat Ed Rendell. Following his second term he was succeeded by
Republican Tom Corbett for one term from 2011-2015 and Democrat Tom Wolf beginning in
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2015. Each administration has had drastically different policy goals for UNGD in the
Commonwealth and these played out through the Department of Conservation and Natural
Resources and the Department of Environmental Protection.
In 2008, amid the Pennsylvania’s budgeting crisis, natural gas companies from Texas and
Oklahoma had sized up Pennsylvania as a major opportunity within the Marcellus Shale play.
State law required a nomination process and an environmental review process for all gas
companies interested in parcels of land. After 2008, and amid Pennsylvania’s budgeting crisis,
gas companies nominated nearly 1/3 of the total land area of Pennsylvania with the price for an
acre of leasing between 3-5,000 dollars. Michael DiBerardinis, the secretary of DCNR prior to
John Quigley under Rendell, was instructed to allow leasing in the National Forest. He made a
conservative offer to the administration for leasing—40,000 acres, with the hope that it would be
enough, and it would be the extent of the public land leasing. The initial 40,000 acres were
identified and chosen as the least impactful areas in the forest where development had already
existed. The goal was to monetize the public lands, but with minimal impact to health and the
environment.
Pennsylvania had leased public land since 1945 and the total revenue from those leases
amounted to about $150 million for the Commonwealth. Immediately after the leasing of the
40,000 acres for unconventional drilling, the state made almost $300 million—almost double the
cumulative total of revenue from the previous 55 years. By law, the money was mandated to be
put into Pennsylvania’s Oil and Gas Leasing Fund for reinvestment in the state forest. Instead,
the money was frozen and placed in the general fund. The Rendell administration subsequently
leased the State Forest two more times after its initial action and accumulated approximately
$400 million and amounting to 70,000 acres of public land.
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The ruling of Pennsylvania Environmental Defense Foundation v. Commonwealth (161
A.3d 911, Pa. 2017) in Commonwealth Court stated that the state is a proprietor of oil and gas
funds, and not a trustee. Therefore, revenue collected through the public land leases was ordered
back into Pennsylvania’s Oil and Gas Leasing Fund for use in public lands, but the state has yet
to be correct or back fill the budgets as of 2019.
One former senior level state government advisor described Pennsylvania as “the land of
hyperbole” and the former advisor likened the fracking debate to religion because of its level of
polarization. He went on to claim that after the election in 2016, the middle ground in the debate
became non-existent describing the industry as going “hard right” and advocates going “hard
left”. The closure of the Center for Responsible Shale Gas following the election demonstrates
the difficulty of moderate think-tanks operating out of Pennsylvania amidst the debate over
natural gas. Likewise, this can be seen in Gasland, a 2010 documentary film documenting
UNGD in Pennsylvania’s Delaware River Basin. The film, which garnered large-scale national
attention, was largely cited as a bias and inaccurate portrayal.
Gubernatorial Reponses
State and the gas industries were unprepared when the first unconventional well was
drilled in Pennsylvania in 2004. The industry, accustomed to drilling in Oklahoma and Texas,
did not have a firm understanding of the geology or the geography of Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania’s geography includes more miles of streams than any other state outside of Alaska
and geology unfavorable to deep well injection sites for spent fracking fluids. These
characteristics require special consideration when considering waste water and drilling.
The Rendell administration began moving the state in the direction of both UNGD
regulation and economic gain from the extractions. This was an attempt to move Pennsylvania
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toward responsible gas development, especially after the crisis in Dimock, Pennsylvania, which
spurred policy to strict well construction standards in the state.
In 2011, however, Rendell’s agenda was upended when Tom Corbett, a vocal proponent
of UNGD, was elected governor. Under his direction the General Assembly pushed Act 13,
which critics claimed was largely influenced and written by the gas industry, into law. The
legislative process largely excluded Democrats and spurred outcry across the state. By the time
Corbett left the governorship in 2015, portions of Act 13 had been deemed unconstitutional, but
thousands of wells had been drilled indiscriminately— and in many cases against the wishes of
local government and residents.
Governor Wolf initially had a strong environmentally-friendly platform that advocated
for increased UNGD regulation, but throughout his first term as governor, his initial platform
evolved. Critics claim many of Wolf’s initial UNGD positions caved from oppositional pressure
in the General Assembly and from the natural gas industry. Wolf’s original campaign platform of
an oil and gas health registry, which was proposed with a budget of $100,000, never came to
fruition. Wolf’s original team of strong environmentalist leaders such as Katie McGinty, John
Quigley and John Hanger, originally laid out aggressive methane standards and regulations,
however none of them would remain in the Wolf administration beyond the first half of his first
term.
According to a senior official in the Wolf administration, Wolf did not consult members
of the cabinet on environmental issues and quickly gave into the wishes of the natural gas
industry. Environmental programs such as the pipeline construction task force was initially given
an 18-month timeline but cut short with little notice and resulted in a watered-down version of
the program. Furthermore, the official claims, the task force was staffed with people close to the
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natural gas industry. After the firing of John Quigley as DEP secretary, the work stopped
immediately.
Still, Pennsylvania UNGD regulations are among the strongest in the country. Some of
those regulations include the well construction standards, Chapter 78 and its methane regulation
standards, and regulation requiring finding and capping other abandoned, nearby wells before
drilling a new well (Pennsylvania officially has about 200,000 abandoned wells from its history
of natural gas drilling, many of which are cased with wood, especially after WWII when much of
the steel was stripped for the war). This is a result of brief periods of success from Governors
Rendell and Wolf, but enforcement of these regulations is another story.
Environmental Rights Amendment
Pennsylvania’s Constitutional Provision of Article 1, Section 27, otherwise known as the
“Environmental Rights Amendment” is perhaps the largest player in the debate in UNGD land
use in Pennsylvania. Created in 1971, the Amendment was designed to give residents of
Pennsylvania access to clean air, clean water, and the protection of Pennsylvania’s natural
resources for the good of the state. Under the Amendment natural resources were deemed the
common property of the people and granted the Commonwealth with the responsibility of
conserving and maintaining natural resources of the state for all the people. Since the
overwhelming legislative passage and subsequent ballot win to officially make Article 1, Section
27 an amendment of the Pennsylvania Constitution, the provision has had ambiguous standing in
state law through legislative and court trials.
Payne vs. Kassab (1973) provided the Amendment’s first test of the courts and
influenced case law in a way that would not be challenged for forty years. Payne vs. Kassab,
which related to a case on the widening of streets ways, brought about the “Payne Test” in which
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the Amendment was interpreted to hold state actions accountable to the following: compliance
with all existing statutes and regulations, a demonstrated and reasonable effort to reduce
environmental degradation, and outcomes in which the benefits are deemed in greater balance
than the environmental harm. Of course, this test ignores the fact that Constitutional Law
preempts legislative harm. However, the Payne Test stood for forty years until a revival under
Robinson v. Commonwealth.
Robinson v. Commonwealth (see Act 13 below) brought seven municipalities and the
Delaware Riverkeepers Network to the forefront of UNGD policy in Pennsylvania. These groups
argued that Act 13, which was passed into legislative law under Governor Corbett in 2012,
violated the Environmental Rights Amendment by creating a uniform zoning code to allow
UNGD indiscriminately throughout the state. Prior to the passage of Act 13, municipalities had
the freedom to self-regulate where drilling could take place, but this was revoked under the new
legislation.
Portions of Act 13 were overturned in Commonwealth Court in 2013 because of
irrational zoning measures that required municipalities to rewrite not only zoning ordinances, but
comprehensive plans as a result of the Amendment. Although it was argued that Act 13 violated
the Environmental Rights Amendment, the Commonwealth Court made the decision based on
zoning and property rights violations. Both sides appealed this decision and the case moved into
the Pennsylvania Supreme Court.
In the Pennsylvania Supreme Court decision, the justices upheld the decision made in
Commonwealth Court and sided with the Environmental Rights Amendment argument stating
that Act 13 compromised the environmental integrity of the state. This was the first time the
Amendment had successfully been used as argument in its history and a landmark decision since
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the 1973 decision of Payne vs. Kassab. However, although a plurality of justices signed onto the
argument in violation of the Environmental Rights Amendment, a majority of justices did not.
This created complications for enforcement with only a plurality.
Pennsylvania Environmental Defense Fund vs. Commonwealth, in which the
Pennsylvania Environmental Defense Fund sued the Commonwealth over appropriation of funds
raised through UNGD leases in the Pennsylvania State Forest, became the second case to utilize
the Environmental Rights Amendment argument. In this case the opinion of respecting the
stewardship of public lands and the responsibilities of the state that were delivered in the
Robinson vs. Commonwealth case were cited and used as the reasoning for the Pennsylvania
Environmental Defense Fund’s win. These court decisions effectively ended the Payne Test of
the Environmental Rights Amendment and confirmed the amendments preemption over state
legislation and state action.

Methods
I did a document analysis of county and municipal land use policy, specifically analysis
of ordinances and comprehensive plans of thirty municipalities within the Marcellus Shale play. I
then conducted interviews with local elected officials, which ranged from municipal borough
managers, municipal commissioners, and council members within municipalities facing land use
decisions for unconventional natural gas drilling to determine their methodologies for decision
making within their jurisdictions. I also conducted interviews with school district officials to
determine school climate, public perception, and methods for decision making on school
grounds. Next, I interviewed state officials under Governors Rendell and Wolf and
environmental health advocates to provide context for state-level decision making and case law
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that has impacted local governments. Given the polarization of the issue, many interviewees
wished to remain anonymous.

Findings
Local Policy Reponses
According to David Ball, Councilman of Peters Township, Pennsylvania, unconventional
gas drilling took off around 2007 and garnered attention from area municipalities around
Washington County, Pennsylvania. At the time, the conversations between decision-makers in
Peters Township focused on the need to prepare for the influx of fracking. However, they were
not knowledgeable about it because there was not much information available at the time. There
was an eventual realization that a large difference exists between an individual well and a
concentrated number of wells in one place after witnessing municipalities with large amounts of
quick natural gas development. Places like Mt. Pleasant Township (Washington County) made it
apparent that several wells in one area can demolish the landscape, not only because of the wells,
but also because of compressor stations, pressure stations, processing plants and pipelines that
come with the activity. This influx inspired many local municipalities to craft plans to protect
their local communities. This response was similar to responses by council members of South
Fayette Township, Forest Hills, and Heidelberg (Allegheny County).
At the time, local power in Pennsylvania law was primarily limited to the municipality’s
planning code (MPC). MPC 603i states that a municipality must provide for all legal uses in a
township and must make provisions for such a use. The Pennsylvania MPC was written in the
1930’s and made sense for the time it was written in, but it did not envision communities
growing in the way that is seen today. Gas companies soon arrived in the area with the goal to
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drill indiscriminately (which was legal under state law for 2012), but townships were not quite
sure how to provide for such a use.
In southwestern Pennsylvania, townships tend to divide themselves between rural and
suburban communities. Rural townships have large farms and properties, while suburban
townships do not have as much farm land but hold a lot of residential value. Suburban
communities have little incentive to support fracking. However, some communities such as
Peters Township, Middlesex Township, and others on the Allegheny County line, have both rural
and suburban communities. This has pitted neighbor against neighbor on an economic basis.
A philosophy evolved that people had the right to use their land as they saw fit— an idea
based in libertarian philosophy, but not the common law. “This is well and good, except for state
police powers, which claim that there is not an unfettered right to use”, says Mr. Ball, Vice
Chairman of the Washington County Republican Party. According to state police powers under
the 10th Amendment, the state has a right to limit those rights to protect the health, safety, and
welfare of the public. There is a right to use property in any way seen fit, but it is limited to not
disturbing how other people can use their property. This is done through zoning, which groups
uses into zoning districts on the theory that land uses in these zones it will not interfere with
other peoples’ uses of land and welfare. It is within this concept that derives the concept of
“compatible usage”. Zoning is done at the municipal level, although there is county level zoning
as a default if a municipality does not adopt a zoning ordinance. County zoning covers land use,
but not performance standards and are generally broad. Many municipalities in Pennsylvania,
especially small, rural municipalities do not have any zoning.
In 2008 as UNGD was ramping up, many communities such as wanted drilling on their
terms. Peters Township, at the time, was about one third rural, two thirds suburban, and mostly
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residential where agriculture is a use-by-right. The goal of Peters Township council members
was to provide the legal provisions for UNGD based on 603i of the MPC but do so in a way that
did not interfere with other land uses within the municipality. The council created overlay zones,
an area that can be used for certain land uses, particularly for fracking in Peters Township. Areas
were selected based on criteria the council had set to decrease conflict potential within the
community and was written in the zoning ordinance requiring at least 14 acres, access to water,
and set setback rules from building structures.
Community Planning
The fracking debate has seen polarizing responses to UNGD infrastructure and subsequent
zoning measures from local governments in western Pennsylvania. Certainly, this polarization
has played out in the media and in public perception, but those stories do not speak to the whole
narrative of western Pennsylvania communities regarding the UNGD debate. The debate at the
local levels exists more as a debate on regulation of the industry rather than a question of
whether the industry should be in the area. Many environmentalists have advocated for a total
ban on fracking in Pennsylvania and this has been used as a rallying call. Approaches to
regulation have varied considerably. In some cases, neighboring municipalities may have
opposite approaches with one municipality taking a hands-off approach to governing shale gas
extraction, while the next regulates extensively. Since the passage of Gorsline v. Commonwealth,
which requires municipalities to have zoning ordinances for UNGD for those with existing
infrastructure, the methods of regulation have become much more transparent. Several reasons
may exist for these polarized approaches as municipalities may have a different set of
stakeholders, different governance priorities, or a staunchly different socioeconomic
circumstance.
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Despite the consensus in the media of narratives maintaining polarized positions, many
elected officials who are proponents of the regulation of UNGD are not entirely opposed to
UNGD in their communities. Rather, they state that UNGD is categorized as an industrial use
and therefore, should not be allowed to occur in primarily residential neighborhoods and should
instead be in designated industrial zones. Comprehensive plans and specific ordinances can
specify the zoning that allows these activities and designate them to certain areas within a
municipality.
The debate over regulation strategies is not divided by political party, however, as many
proponents of UNGD regulation were affiliated with the Republican Party and vice-versa. The
reality of land use decisions may, in fact, come down to who is positioned to financially benefit.
In many cases for communities that allow liberalized definitions of UNGD land use, those
benefitting financially are stakeholders and decision makers of the community. This disparity,
paired with the disparity of governance resources, may help explain the patchwork of varied land
uses for UNGD in western Pennsylvania.
In this sense, the comprehensive plan process of communities may help paint a clearer
picture of socioeconomic disparities that may contribute to the varied responses. Most local
governments in Pennsylvania have some sort of comprehensive plan whether created by the
municipality itself, or from the county-level government. This project’s sampling of 30
independent municipalities in western Pennsylvania focused heavily on comprehensive plans in
order to understand the mechanisms used in planning, and strategizing, for development within
each community’s jurisdiction. What was found was a stark difference in the strength and detail
in comprehensive plans in suburban or exurban communities versus rural communities. In many
instances, suburban and exurban communities of western Pennsylvania have created lengthy
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comprehensive plans with professional legal language, detailed definitions, clearly defined
statutes, and a recently updated plan that may have undergone an extensive revision process,
public hearings, and more. The process for these plans often involves outside consultants and
lawyers and incurs costs that climb, sometimes, upwards of $150,000. In many instances, the
municipal supervisors, zoning board, or borough managers hold college degrees and, in some
cases, may be retired lawyers or other white-collar professionals. These can prove to be valuable
resources in the planning process for a community. The comprehensive plans of suburban and
exurban sampled communities were of a professional grade and underwent extensive revision
process, were frequently updated and incurred extensive input from outside consultants and the
public. They are also less than ten years old. In many communities, the comprehensive plans are
more than 10 years old, which means they are out of date. According to the MPC, a
comprehensive plan is supposed to be updated every 10 years.
Rural communities in western Pennsylvania, especially those further outside of the Pittsburgh
metropolitan area, utilized comprehensive community plans in generally different ways than
suburban and exurban sampled communities. Many rural communities, especially those in Green
or Fayette Counties, utilize a broader county-level comprehensive plan rather than a custommade plan for their municipality. Other rural municipalities that did have existing individual
comprehensive plans had less detailed, and less frequently updated comprehensive plans than
other sampled communities. This may be because of several reasons, some of which may include
cost of outside consultants, less input from the public during public forums, or less working
knowledge of the jargon and legalities for creating comprehensive plans from public officials.
Further, such communities are often comprised of blue-collar workers, especially in the
agriculture sector, or in natural gas and other natural resource industries. The occupation makeup
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of the community is often reflected in the elected officials and decision makers of the
communities, as well, and it is not uncommon to find that decision makers are farm operators or
manual laborers. These professions may unsurprisingly equip rural decision makers with less
community planning knowledge than counterparts in suburban or exurban communities.

Figure 4. Zoning Categories of sampled municipalities

Considering the speed at which UNGD development began and took hold in Pennsylvania,
one can learn about the importance of having a strong comprehensive plan in place that is
updated frequently enough to impact the issues facing at community in real time. For example, a
comprehensive plan more than ten years old would not prepare a community for the influx of
natural gas extraction and may be more apt to consider industries that no longer exist. Further,
the level of development pressure that is facing many communities in western Pennsylvania,
creates challenges of foresight and creativity. The creation of a comprehensive plan can
designate developmental activities, such as UNDG, to designated areas to protect the public
health and safety, or to promote an industry. Without specifying a framework for a specific
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industry, especially an industry that initially had ambiguous definitions such as unconventional
natural gas extraction, a door is left open and a land use is not explicitly forbidden unless stated
in the framework.
While municipal ordinances or zoning codes regulating UNGD can exist in many forms,
disparities are found between communities with new residents and new developments and are
typically suburban, or exurban in character (see Figure 4). Many of these communities within the
periphery of the Pittsburgh metro area have made great efforts to regulate not only UNGD
infrastructure, but also dust, traffic and general conditions of activities related to UNGD and its
transport. This is not to say that all suburban or exurban communities regulate UNGD, however,
most sampled communities that do regulate have suburban characteristics and generally have
new residential builds and a high rate of home ownership.
The municipal ordinance process also lends itself to both a power dynamic, and for
disparities between civic engagement in under-resourced communities and well-off communities.
Public comment periods on municipal ordinances favor communities in which residents have
abundant resources and time. Communities without traditional work or knowledge of how to
civically engage may be left out of the process. In many cases, these residents are the ones that
are adversely impacted by environmental health concerns and less likely to financially benefit
from UNGD infrastructure in the community. Further, municipal decision makers have the
ability to discourage certain groups from both attendance of public comment periods and can
make transparency of meetings difficult to obtain. Some municipalities with high levels of
UNGD activity have created public comment periods at times of day that may be difficult for
residents to attend (early in the morning). Further, although meeting minutes exist within public
domain, municipalities can decide which level of transparency to hold them at. These may be
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posted online with easy public interface or may require e-mails or phone calls to municipal halls
in order to obtain the minutes. Communities with low levels of broadband internet access, elderly
populations or populations less likely to interact with the internet may also not be in the know
about schedules for such public meetings further lending to manipulation of community input.
Findings explain the existence of ambiguity in information available to inform decision
making. In many instances, neighbors and colleagues were the most trusted sources of
information for those responsible for decision making, but without experience in making
decisions of this nature. Scientific journals or outside opinions were often met with high levels of
skepticism. Many of those interviewed in positions of decision making were uncertain of the
harms of UNGD but were more comfortable speaking of economic benefits to the community.
When making decisions for regulations, or whether to accept a lease, money was always the first
factor in considerations. However, if money was not an issue, potentially leases were not deemed
worthy of the potential risks. In circumstances of higher financial need, the risk was deemed
acceptable in the decision making.
Several groups within the western Pennsylvania region are working to change the disparities
between local governments. These groups advocate for local elected official trainings which
include workshops on municipal zoning codes, municipal ordinances, and comprehensive plans.
Several local grants have been made available to assist with creating updating (or creating)
comprehensive plans and encourage partnerships between neighboring municipalities to create
joint comprehensive plans. Municipal fragmentation has been cited as one reason for the
difficulty in community planning. The high number of independent municipalities has created
local governments with low residential numbers, smaller tax bases, but similar governmental
costs as much larger municipalities. The number of municipalities in western Pennsylvania does
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not create an environment for efficient local governance and consolidation in the form of
comprehensive plan partnerships may help ease the strain on communities. Sharing of resources
for similar communities may be one solution for UNGD regulation.
Act 13
Peters Township was one of many communities that created innovative land use policy
solutions for the influx of UNGD. However, the state passed Act 13 in 2012 which made UNGD
a use-by-right in every zone. Many municipalities in western Pennsylvania felt that Act 13
contradicted the MCP because it was a use that was incompatible with other zoning uses they
had recently reassessed. In many cases, under Act 13, new zoning ordinances became
unconstitutional. Councils of Peters Township, Robinson Township and five other municipalities
reviewed the new law and decided to bring a lawsuit to the state claiming that it violated the
Environmental Rights Amendment. The legal team had considerable difference of opinion with
some wanting to pursue the case on Article 1, Section 1 (due process), but others wanting to
pursue based on the Environmental Rights Act. It was agreed that the case would be pursued
based on the violation of due process and not the Environmental Rights Act (Article 1, Section
27) because of the lack of specificity and case law of the environmental amendment.
An emergency injunction to cease drilling was requested by those involved with the
lawsuit. Previous to the injunction any permits issued would be irrevocable. Injunctive relief was
granted, which eventually became permanent relief through the court win. According to Mr.
Ball, the court vacancies left shortly after the ruling by Castille and other justices of the court at
the time were big hits on the state. Subsequent bench replacements have, according to Mr. Ball,
made decisions based on fallacious opinion and political opinions. He cites Gorsline v.
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Commonwealth and Middlesex Township v. Commonwealth case as an example of a weak ruling
because it dodges the issue of compatible use. Industrial use must be with other industrial uses.
Municipalities with the means to do so have gone to great lengths to determine
compatibility of UNGD. Some hired consultants to provide guidance on air pollution with
considerations given to topography, wind, and several other environmental factors. However,
several stated that consultants determined that there was no good way to plan for air pollution
and no guidance from government entities.
Township officials have the authority to plan for roads or require construction standards,
however local government cannot stipulate UNGD standards; they cannot govern containment
ponds. Local authorities can specify where infrastructure can go, but testing and safety standards,
are largely out of their hands. Without guidance from higher levels of government there is a
limited amount that local governments have the capacity to handle.
Mr. Ball cites Mars Borough in Butler County which is home to the Mars Area School
District. The wells in neighboring Middlesex Township sit within half a mile to the high school
and elementary school which he feels intrinsically cannot be a good idea. However, Mr. Ball and
others does not feel there is a single effective strategy. These council members call for drilling to
be done in “the right way”, which does not ban the practice, but regulates it. The proper way to
go about it must begin with the Supreme Court making decisions that are definitive. A ruling is
needed that provides definition.
Mars Area and Ft. Cherry School Districts
Middlesex Township and Mount Pleasant Township in southwestern Pennsylvania found
themselves in the midst of significant state attention following the decisions of township
supervisors and zoning board members to amend their zoning rules to accommodate natural gas
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infrastructure. These changes kept zoning ordinances relatively consistent with changes made
from Act 13, which allowed UNGD development in in all zoning districts. While the allowance
of drilling in residential zoning was not necessarily unique to municipalities in western
Pennsylvania, the development of UNGD infrastructure within half a mile of school districts
raised eyebrows in the region.
Middlesex Township, Pennsylvania (Butler County), is an exurban community with a
distinct rural feel. It is situated about 20 miles north of the City of Pittsburgh and about 12 miles
south of the City of Butler, another small commercial hub. Historically, the township has
consisted of an agricultural economy. Recently, however, thanks to its convenient location to
commercial hubs of Pittsburgh and Butler and its recent construction of a municipal sewer
system, the township has begun to see growth.
According to the township’s comprehensive plan, written in partnership with neighboring
Richland Township, 73% of Middlesex Township’s land is open for development. This offers the
municipality plenty of opportunity to reach its stated goals of broadening housing options in
anticipation for further growth, expanding its economic development opportunities, and
preserving its agricultural and natural resources. Since the passage of the comprehensive plan in
2004, Middlesex Township has made significant efforts to encourage development of UNGD
within its boundaries.
Mt. Pleasant Township (Washington County), is a rural community located
approximately 23 miles southwest of the City of Pittsburgh. Mt. Pleasant has a diversified
economy, although agriculture still encompasses a significant portion of the local economy.
Although the character of the community is largely rural and agricultural, a fair amount of new
residential construction has moved into the township since 2000. Still, the comprehensive plan of
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the municipality has stated goals to maintain the current small-town character while protecting
the community’s landscapes and natural resources. The plan also states a commitment to uphold
responsible development in the community while implementing responsible land use policies.
Following the decision by Commonwealth Court to revoke provisions in Act 13
preventing communities from governing their own land use (in which Mount Pleasant was a
party), Middlesex Township and Mount Pleasant quickly adopted ordinances to allow UNGD in
all zoning districts within their boundaries. The changes to the zoning codes brought aggressive
natural gas development in both communities, so much so that both communities were viewed
by neighboring municipalities as examples for their own respective land use policies. Most
notably, both municipalities permitted the drilling of UNGD wells within half a mile of the local
schools, which also serve residents of neighboring townships and boroughs. Furthermore, both
Middlesex and Mount Pleasant school districts (Mars Area School District and Fort Cherry
School District, respectfully) were offered leasing deals on their own properties. The Fort Cherry
School District accepted an offer from Range Resources while the Mars Area School District did
not accept. Although the Mars Area School District is within Adams Township, Middlesex
Township’s proximity less than half a mile away became contentious when a series of wells were
developed on the Middlesex Township/Adams Township line within Middlesex. Legal
challenges by residents and environmental groups to the zoning changes were unsuccessful.
The school districts in the municipalities in focus were able to make decisions on UNGD
leases on their properties because of the zoning allowances for the activity. Both school districts
lie in and around residential zoning. Regardless of the decision making by the school districts
based on their budgetary-based decision making, both school districts now contend with the
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same air quality concerns and wells within the proximity to school buildings (see Figures 5 and
6).

Figure 5 Mt. Pleasant Township zoning map. Red dot depicts relative location of Ft. Cherry School District.
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Figure 6 Middlesex Township zoning map depicting the Geyer gas wells in red (southwest corner).

Discussion
Economic Development
It seems that Pennsylvania is a land of great juxtaposition- one in which strong
environmental protections exist, but also one without a clear plan to manage potentially harmful
and extractive natural resource development. In order to have comprehensive policy that values
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environmental health, one must have both regulation and economic pathways to transition.
Pennsylvania’s regulations exist, but its economic platform for rural communities appears
limited to UNGD. The state’s urban and rural areas have seen the disastrous effects of an
overreliance on a single industry. One might hope that the legacies of steel and coal in the
Commonwealth have provided lessons on economic resilience and diversification, but with the
influx of the natural gas industry that does not seem to be so.
Inherently, communities that rely on natural resource extraction exist within economies
that are fragile and unstable. Economies tied to fossil fuel industries, such as coal, oil, or natural
gas ebb and flow in cycles of boom and bust depending on global market prices. Pennsylvania’s
reliance on single extractive, finite resources has been prolific throughout its history. Early
boomtowns were created by the discovery of oil in the 19th century, but the major star of the state
has always been coal. Just as American cities such as Detroit, Buffalo, and Pittsburgh had
economies devastated by the decline or collapse of single industries, much of Pennsylvania’s
Appalachian region has depended on extractive fossil fuel industries or timber and continue to be
dependent upon them. A diversified economy is a healthy economy, but many communities
across Pennsylvania have had few choices. Coal’s decline can be attributed to a combination of
globalization, increased automation, environmental regulations, diversifying American energy,
and the rise of natural gas with which coal cannot compete (Catte, 2018). The economic effects
of the decline of coal has also exposed the public health hazards the industry brought with it.
When coal left, it took everything of value with it and left behind a legacy of polluted streams,
abandoned mines, and valleys of waste that stifled any previous or future healthy environmental
industries (Malin, 2016).
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Meanwhile, amidst the state of small business agriculture (farms grossing less than
$250,000 annually), it may be unsurprising that communities such as Middlesex Township and
Mt. Pleasant Township are working to transition their local economies through attracting new
development. According to Penn State Extension, more than 76% of small farms in Butler
County gross less than $20,000 per year (Adams, 2012). This is on par with trends across the
state where it is common practice for small operation farmers to have more than one job off the
farm because the poverty rates among farmers continue to rise as revenue falls. For farmers
wishing to remain on their land, UNGD provides a glimmer of hope, in just five years between
2007 and 2012, Washington County lost 5% of its farm businesses, while neighboring Greene
County lost 30% of its farms and 25% of farmland (USDA Census of Agriculture, 2012).
Agriculture has always been an industry at the mercy of fluctuating commodity markets, but this
is even more true in the age of globalization and increased commoditization in the agriculture
industry.
Washington and Butler County (home to Mt. Pleasant Township and Middlesex
Township, respectably) both have agricultural bases that significantly contribute to the character
and economy of the counties. There are few other strong industries present and small amounts of
industrial activity present in both areas. To protect their tax bases, Middlesex Township and Mt.
Pleasant have both made pushes to attract UNGD, one of the only growing industries in western
Pennsylvania. For local decision makers in rural areas of Pennsylvania, one must ask, without
the natural gas industry, what options exist?
Although agriculture and extractive industries have coexisted without interference in the
past, agriculture has trended towards bigger, more mechanized methods of farming. This can be
seen in the increased production of food in America, but also in small labor forces and the
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diminished number of farms. The rolling hills of western Pennsylvania do not favor large
industrial farms and local farmers are struggling to compete with larger dairy operations in other
parts of the state and U.S. The decline of coal and continued decline of small farms has created a
void in some southwestern Pennsylvania communities that is being filled by the natural gas
industry. It is clear from the data provided by the USDA that the natural gas boon has not
prevented small farms in the southwestern Pennsylvania region from disappearing. Rather, the
trends show an emergence of a singular natural resource-based industry as the predominant land
use shifts from agricultural to industrial (UNGD).
Public Health
One former Pennsylvania senior level advisor believes that the cumulative effects of
fracking will dwarf all other impacts in the state of other previous waves of energy expansion—
including conventional gas drilling, oil, coal and timber. This is because the Marcellus shale
underlays 2/3 of the state. The lack of data collection by state agencies has not prevented policy
from being made but has made policy that is uninformed. This is not uncommon but considering
the legacies of natural resource extraction in Pennsylvania and its legacies of environmental
devastation and public health crises, one might think Pennsylvania would take pause before
repeating old trends.
Studies from the Department of Environmental Protection, which have been
controversial, have not made answers any clearer to those making decisions at the local level.
Scrutiny would have found the DEP’s study regardless of its methods because of the polarization
of the issue, but the flawed methods, delayed transparency, and legitimately flawed findings
should raise questions on both sides of the aisle.
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The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is typically tasked with risk assessments of
environmental health concerns, but complications arise at the federal level. These complications
include the exemptions for fossil fuels from federal environmental laws such as the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA), Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA), and others.
These acts may have been useful in providing some level of transparency to decision makers as
to what chemicals municipalities should prepare for related to UNGD.
The EPA conducted a risk assessment of fracking related to water contamination in 2015.
This report concluded that fracking does pose a risk to drinking water, although not on a large
scale. The report was also based on limited data and was largely unable to test water prior to
drilling activities. Without pre-drill water quality data, conclusions may be hard to come by.
Most of the public health research for this project focused on ambient air quality concerns
related to UNGD because of Pennsylvania’s relaxed setback rules for UNGD infrastructure. Risk
assessments for air pollutants can be tricky however, because of the extensive amounts of known
chemicals that have remained untested by the EPA. Not only are many common chemicals,
included some of the more than 50 chemicals known to exist in UNGD ambient air pollution, not
tested, but it is unknown how they interact with each other. Synergetic effects of air pollution can
cause some chemicals to become more harmful as a reactive than alone.
It is known, however, that chemicals such as benzene, formaldehyde, toluene, and xylene
have been found as air pollutants near UNGD activities. Prolonged exposure to some of these
chemicals can lead to health impacts such as some cancers, asthma, lung development disorders
in children, and other serious adverse health impacts (EPA Toxics Release Inventory). According
to the Natural Resources Defense Council, benzene, a Group 1 carcinogen, has been found at
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exposed levels within 625 feet of fracking wells. Considering Pennsylvania’s setback rules of
500 feet from dwellings, this is cause for concerns. It is cause for further concern when school
districts with wells on school property are considered.
It is important to note that correlation is not causation, which may be why health impacts
can be difficult to prove. Impacts have been found where drilling occurs, but these are typically
in poor, older communities in addition to complications of weather and topography already
noted. At-risk populations have high levels of health-related issues which can add to the
difficulty of proving environmental health concerns. Air quality concerns exist, but the only way
to know for sure is to gather scientific data. The DEP as a matter of policy and tradition, is not
able to do its job.
Environmental Justice
The debate over UNGD has played out in Pennsylvania as a very black and white issue.
Narratives on both sides of the issue do not favor compromise. This is partially because of a lack
of trust towards the Pennsylvania DEP and gas industry. Distrust in government in western
Pennsylvania is deeply seeded and can be traced all the way back to the Whiskey Rebellion of
the 18th century (Griswold, 2018), but has also been perpetuated by the DEP’s (and other state
agencies) failure to adequately work in the interest of Pennsylvania residents through the state’s
history. Until the passage of the Clean Air Act and Clean Water Act, initially passed by Congress
under Richard Nixon, Pennsylvania was poor in environmental stewardship. Though many of the
state’s waterways and air are cleaner than they were prior to the 1970’s, many EJ (environmental
justice) communities continue to suffer environmental health consequences at disproportionate
rates. The DEP’s lax enforcement, and data collection are further proof to these communities that
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the state is not working for them. Policy without compromise will not unify the communities and
does not create policy in the best interest of all residents.
The Fort Cherry and Mars Area School Districts provide textbook definitions of
environmental injustice. The Fort Cherry School District is one of nineteen school districts in the
area with leasing agreements through natural gas companies. The Fort Cherry School District
signed a leasing agreement with Texas-based Range Resources, LLC in 2013 and as of 2018, had
seven wells extracting gas from underneath the school property. The school district has received
over $500,000 through signing bonuses and royalties that has been helpful to its budget.
Although the Mars School District serving Middlesex Township was offered a similar
lease that may have amounted to over $1,000,000 for the district, the school declined the offer.
Budgetary issues in lower socio-economic communities have influenced decisions by schools to
accept or reject offers by natural gas companies and, in turn, put lower-income students at
potential risk in the name of money. Low-income, marginalized communities in Pennsylvania
continue to stand on the front lines of potential environmental health risks (see Figures 7 and 8).
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Figure 7. Number of active UNGD wells in sampled municipalities.

Figure 8. Per capita income relative to number of active UNGD wells in sampled municipalities.
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Conclusion
If the claims of the economic boon of UNGD is as true as the natural gas industry and
Commonwealth say, then lax enforcement of land use regulations is the economic development
strategy at play. An economic development platform that does not harm low-income and
marginalized communities is certainly possible but given the influence of the natural has industry
within the General Assembly, it does not seem that the Commonwealth is able to muster the will
to lift its constituents. Research has shown over the decade that the economic boon is not as
significant as it had been touted, but the environmental health concerns are heavy
(Christopherson, 2015).
The UNGD may not need to be as contentious as it currently stands. The Commonwealth
agencies which exist to serve the residents of Pennsylvania can ease fear, mistrust, and
uncertainty by providing data transparency. This would allow residents and lower level
governments the ability to make their own informed decisions. UNGD may also not be harmful,
and perhaps even beneficial, to Pennsylvania if it is acknowledged as a heavy industry and done
lawfully in accordance with the Municipal Planning Code and Pennsylvania Constitution. A
diversified economy from a forward-thinking state government, a transparent effort, and a fully
funded environmental agency may quell mistrust in state and industry in Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania communities seem to be in a lose-lose situation. The real winners are sitting in
headquarters in Texas.
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